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Phylogenetic trees have historically been used to determine evolutionary 

relatedness between organisms. In the past few decades, as we’ve developed 

increasingly powerful computational algorithms and toolsets for performing 

analyses using phylogenetic methods, the use of these trees has expanded into 

other areas, including biodiversity informatics and geoinformatics. This report 

proposes using phylogenetic methods to create "fuviagenies" - trees that 

represent the effects of river fragmentation over time caused by damming. 

Faculty at the Center for Research in Water Resources at the University of Texas  

worked to develop tools and documentation for automating the creation of river 

segment codes (a.k.a., “fuvcodes”) based on spatiotemporal data. Python was 

used to generate fuviageny trees from lists of these codes. The resulting trees can

be exported into the appropriate data format for use with various phylogenetics 

programs. The Fishes of Texas Database (fshesoftexas.org), a comprehensive 

geospatial database of Texas fsh occurrences aggregated and normalized from 

42 museum collections around the world, was employed to create an example of 

how this tool might be used to analyze and hypothesize changes in fsh 

populations as a consequence of river fragmentation. Additionally, this paper 

serves to theorize and analyze past and future potential uses for phylogenetic 

trees in various other felds of informatics.
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INTRODUCTION

For over a century, phylogenetics has been used as a tool for allowing 

researchers to analyze relationships between species and their evolution over 

time.  The “tree of life”, which represents a link between all organisms on the 

planet and their relationships between one another, has served as a basis for the 

creation of smaller phylogenetic trees, which are manageable visual 

representations of this historical relationship between known species and can be 

used to hypothesize past and future speciation (Wiley & Lieberman, 2011). In 

recent decades, with the advent of more accessible computer technology, the use 

of phylogenetics has expanded well beyond the scope of its original intent. As 

more phylogenetic data has become available, the algorithmic power required to 

create and manipulate large phylogenetic trees has grown exponentially 

(Stamatakis, 2005). As a result, powerful computational algorithms and user-

friendly packages have grown in number, allowing phylogenetic researchers to 

perform massive quantitative computations and analyses between larger sets of 

data than ever before. Additionally, those outside of specialized phylogenetics 

research have begun to use these tools to manipulate and analyze phylogenetic 

trees for unique purposes.

Phylogenetics in Informatics

Computational phylogenetics has become an important tool for research 

in various felds of informatics well beyond its traditional use in evolutionary 

analysis and bioinformatics, such as in ecological informatics, biodiversity 

informatics and, more recently, geoinformatics. As systems for phylogenetic 

analysis within these branches of informatics continue to appear at a never 

before seen pace, it's important for standards and universal metadata structures 

to exist that link various types of data with phylogenetics so that the tools will 

continue to be compatible with the data (Sarkar, 2007). The use of phylogenetic 

trees in bioinformatics has existed for longer than in most other felds of 
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informatics and serves as a prime example of the extension of traditional 

phylogenetics, i.e., analyzing species relationships, into other applications. For 

example, molecular phylogenetics is a branch of phylogenetics that traces 

relationships between sequences of DNA (Murphy, 2001). Wu, et al., developed 

phylogenetic algorithms for identifying large numbers of single-copy 

orthologous genes (COSII) for comparative and systematic studies (Wu, Mueller, 

Crouzillat, Petiard, & Tanksley, 2006, p. 1407). 

A plethora of other free tools have been made for phylogenetic analysis in 

recent years. TNT, a cross-platform program with an interface that can run under

Windows, allows effcient analysis of large phylogeny data sets and several other

features, including methods for diagnosing and exploring trees and generating 

larger tree-diagrams (Goloboff, Farris, & Nixon, 2008). CDAO-Store ontologies 

were created to “[facilitate] the storage and retrieval of phylogenetic data” and 

provide “semantic descriptions of data and transformations commonly found in 

the domain of phylogenetic analysis” (Chisham, Wright, Le, Son, & Pontelli, 

2011, p. 1). Additionally, specialized packages for R (R Development Core Team, 

2008) and Python (PythonLabs, 2014) are being used for certain applications of 

phylogenetics within various contexts, such as bioinformatics research.  The tools

mentioned above have focused on being open-source and promoting the sharing 

of data and algorithms between researchers to facilitate the generation of quality 

research. One of the more diffcult problems encountered in the development of 

phylogenetic algorithms is that of information visualization (Stamatakis, 2005). 

New tools are continuously being developed to solve issues of visualizing large-

scale phylogenetic trees.

Biodiversity informatics researchers have become popular users of 

phylogenetic methods, as larger collections of biodiversity data are becoming 

more readily available; however, it's an emerging discipline and doesn't have a 

strong foundation in phylogenetics compared to bioinformatics (Sarkar, 2007). 

Recently, new tools have been proposed and created that bridge the gap between
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biodiversity informatics and phylogenetics, such as PhyloJIVE, which integrates 

biodiversity and phylogenetic data for use in a graphical interface (Miller & 

Jolley-Rogers, 2014). With the advent of Web 2.0, biological taxa data is becoming

more widely available and standardized across various felds of research; to keep

up with this, new resources are appearing at an alarming rate (Penev, Roberts, 

Smith, Agost, & Erwin, 2010).  Ecological informatics has similarly started relying

on phylogenetic data to analyze species changes as a result of environmental 

shifts, such as climate change. Recently, as the number of online phylogenetics 

publications has increased compared to those in the TreeBASE phylogenetic 

repository, there has been a shift towards flling in the data gaps for evolutionary

informatics by linking evolutionary data across the Tree of Life (Parr, Guralnick, 

Cellinese, & Page, 2012). New dynamic null models are also being created for 

addressing over-reliance on using statistical null models to apply phylogenetics 

to analyzing ecological community structure (Pigot & Etienne, 2015, p. 1). 

Geoinformatics has only recently started incorporating the use of 

phylogenetics. A signifcant obstacle for biodiversity researchers and 

geoinformaticians is synthesizing and sharing their data using visual means, 

which is often accomplished using geographic information systems (Guralnick &

Hill, 2008). However, visualization of phylogenetic trees, especially within a 

geographic context, is far more complex. New methods of visualization have 

recently come to light, such as the Global Position Trees (GPT) geophylogeny, 

which allow users to map phylogenetic trees on Google Earth based on species 

locations (Puigbo & Major, 2015). Since the late 1980s when the term 

“phylogeography” was frst coined, a large number of theories, methods, and 

tools have been developed for computing and analyzing phylogeographic 

information. Other recent methods of visualizing this type of information include

three-dimensional tree viewers, tree folding, and multi-monitor displays (Page, 

2011). A unique application of phylogenetics in geoinformatics is to implement 

concepts of shared histories onto a geographic and temporal scale to describe 
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local and wide-scale changes in landscapes and ecosystems. Particularly, 

biodiversity informatics and ecological informatics use of phylogenetic principles

can be applied on a geographic scale. For example, a dataset of historical species 

changes in a specifc region can be analyzed using phylogenetic trees, which can 

be compared to the evolutionary history of the landscape itself in the form of 

another tree. This is particularly useful because, as Cavender-Bares, et al., state, 

the recent explosion in the development of phylogenetic algorithms has “revived

historical traditions integrating ecology and evolution” and “increasingly 

demonstrates that a legacy of evolutionary history persists in ecological 

patterns... in concert with growing evidence for rapid adaptive evolution of 

populations in response to recent environmental change” (Cavender-Bares, 

Ackerly, & Kozak, 2012, p. 1). 

Geoinformatics: Challenges with Spatiotemporal Data

One of the most challenging types of data to visualize in geoinformatics 

studies is spatiotemporal data, i.e., information that consists of both a spatial 

aspect, such as geographic coordinates, and a temporal one, such as dates. 

Typically, it's easier to analyze data using only one of these attributes.  For 

example, temporally, if researchers are interested in changes in species 

populations over time, this can be done when focused on a fxed geographic 

region. Spatially, if they are interested fnding patterns in species changes within 

various regions at a given point in time, this can easily be achieved. These types 

of analyses become more complex when considering both space and time, 

especially with changes in spatial data that occur across time, such as a 

landscape's evolution over time affecting the evolution of species within its 

various habitats. Creating appropriate algorithms to solve such problems, i.e., for

processing and visualizing spatiotemporal data, frst became problematic in the 

late 1970s. In the 1980s, temporal data handling was incorporated into database 

management systems but was not capable of handling the complexity of 
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combined spatial and temporal data. It wasn't until implementation of 

geographic information systems in the late 80s and early 90s that solutions to 

processing and presenting spatiotemporal data came to light. However, there 

were still severe limitations to these systems, especially when it came to 

representing space and time with multiple attributes simultaneously. In the early

2000s, two views of spatiotemporal data modeling were theorized: the discrete 

and continuous views. Discrete views represent spatial and temporal data as 

attributes attached to an entity (i.e., object) while continuous views denote 

objects as attributes attached to space-time (Peuquet, 2001). 

Currently, one of the more common ways to visualize spatiotemporal data

is still tied to using geographic information systems. Previously, GIS was not 

capable of visualizing the temporal aspect of spatial data but as new models for 

handling this data were proposed and developed, such as the event-based 

spatiotemporal data model, a.k.a., 'ESTDM' (Peuquet & Duan, 1995), the 

capabilities of these systems began to encompass spatiotemporal data. ArcGIS 

(ESRI, 2013) has historically been used to map spatial data, such as hydrological 

networks, and now also has tools available for visualizing temporal data using 

the time series, feature series, attribute series and raster series components, the 

latter allowing details of spatial variables to be plotted three-dimensionally along

temporal variables (Goodall, Maidment, & Sorenson, 2004). However, these tools

are not always effective and may be diffcult to comprehend visually, especially 

by non-domain experts. Another GIS-based approach is the GSTP (generalized 

space-time path), which contains small sets of representative space-time paths 

derived from raw data by “identifying spatial cluster centers of observed 

individuals at different time periods and connecting them according to their 

temporal sequence” (Shaw, Yu, Bombom, 2008). Yu and Shaw also designed a 

GIS-based spatiotemporal visualization system based on information written in a

travel diary, which contained both spatial and temporal information along with 

attributes. Information within the diaries was placed into a space-time path for 
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each individual person and integrated three-dimensionally into ArcGIS 8 (Yu 

and Shaw, 2004). 

Various other tools exist outside of ArcGIS for visualizing and analyzing 

spatiotemporal data. Data mining algorithms and specialized index structures 

for handling spatiotemporal data have been feshed out using periodic pattern 

analysis (Mamoulis, et al., 2004). R-trees, which have been used for representing 

spatial objects, were proposed and conceptualized to handle historical data, i.e., 

spatial information (Nascimento & Silva, 1998). More recently, other types of 

trees have been used as tools for spatiotemporal analysis, such as the Po-tree, 

which is based on differentiation of temporal and spatial data (Noel, Servigne, & 

Laurini, 2005) and the spatiotemporal relational probability trees (SRPTs), which 

can be used to solve complex algorithmic problems with large-scale 

spatiotemporal data sets, such as meteorological data (McGovern, Hiers, Collier, 

Gagne II, & Brown, 2008). However, these tools don't serve as effective methods 

for visualization. For analyzing patterns and presenting fndings, it is important 

that such tools be capable of handling spatiotemporal data algorithmically and 

displaying it visually. Spatiotemporal data visualization is important in 

ecological-based geoinformatics studies for viewing changes to habitats and 

landscapes over time, including river fragmentation caused by the introduction 

of anthropogenic and natural barriers. 

The Effects of Damming on Ecosystems

Damming for water resource management has been common worldwide 

over the last century (Fukushima, Kameyama, Kaneko, Nakao, & Steel, 2007). 

Construction of these dams fragments riverine ecosystems into segments that 

become isolated from one another and evolve separately (Dynesius & Nilsson, 

1994). 85% of rivers within the conterminous United States are fragmented by 

impoundments (Perkin & Gido, 2011) and the United States has led the world in 

dam building for the past 100 years (Bowman, 2002). As a result, fsh populations
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as a whole have declined drastically over the last 50 years (Fausch, Torgersen, 

Baxter, & Li, 2002) and nearly 40% of North American fshes are imperiled (Jelks, 

et al., 2008). 

In the United States, dam construction has decreased signifcantly over the

last few decades (Fukushima, Kameyama, Kaneko, Nakao, & Steel, 2007) and 

dams are increasingly being removed, which reconnects previously fragmented 

ecosystems and aims to restore the adverse effects dams had on the structure of 

the river’s ecosystem (Poff & Hart, 2002). Studies on the cumulative ecological 

effects of damming and fragmentation have received less attention than 

individual dam studies (Poff & Hart, 2002) and very few studies have 

incorporated spatial analysis across vast geographic regions (Cooper, 2013). 

Large dams are being researched the most while medium and small sized dams 

are less understood (Chin, Laurencio, & Martinez, 2011), even as dam removal 

has been targeting these smaller dams (Graph, 2005). Large dam removal is less 

common and thus it is expected that their impacts via fragmentation are more 

pronounced and will continue farther into the future. While large dams have a 

signifcant impact on local ecosystems, small and medium sized dams comprise 

97% of all dams in the state of Texas (Chin, Laurencio, & Martinez, 2011), which 

is heavily dammed (Figure A1). Dams on large, central rivers within watersheds 

tend to exert the greatest infuence on fragmentation (Cooper, 2013).

Downstream effects of dams have received the most attention from 

researchers but upstream impacts can be just as signifcant (Greathouse, Pringle, 

McDowell, & Holmquist, 2006). For example, two imperiled species, Notropis 

oxyrhynchus and Notropis buccula of the Brazos River Basin in Texas, have all 

but completely disappeared from the upper majority of the basin (Wilde & 

Urbancyzk, 2013). Downstream disturbances can transmit to far upstream 

reaches and affect reproduction and patterns of biodiversity (Pringle, 1997). In 

some cases, historical effects of damming on fsh populations may not be 

apparent on regional levels but may only be evident on smaller scales, e.g., as 
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shown in recent data from Oklahoma and Western Arkansas (Matthews & 

Marsh-Matthews, 2015). 

Long-term temporal analyses of damming and resulting changes in fsh 

populations are important for making management decisions; the effcacy of 

short-term analysis is questionable compared to long-term analysis (Ligon, et al., 

1995). Fisheries management activities are usually narrow in scope and only 

focus on a specifc area or short stretch of river (Zorn, Seelbach, & Wiley, 2002), 

so understanding damming trends along entire river systems allows current 

projects, such as removal and restoration, to be assessed and prioritized on a 

larger scale and may infuence future management decisions (Hall, Jordaan, & 

Frisk, 2011). Learning from past experiences with dam construction can guide 

future decisions on dam removal (Babbitt, 2002). With the introduction of richer 

and more accurate hydrological data, such as the National Anthropogenic 

Barriers Dataset (Ostroff, Wieferich, Cooper, & Infante, 2013) and the Global 

Water Bodies database of high-resolution lake imagery (Verpoorter, Kutser, 

Seekell, & Tranvik, 2014) along with larger, standardized species data, such as 

the Fishes of Texas database (Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010), these studies on the 

effects of damming are becoming more reliable. 

Natural History Collections as Tools for Research

In order to conduct research on how changes in environment, such as 

damming, affect habitats and species, a large amount of reliable data must be 

used. In most cases, it's diffcult to obtain such rich data, especially in small-scale,

local studies. One of the most important resources for such data is the natural 

history museum. Natural history collections have been electronically cataloged 

since the 1970s but computerized specimen data still only accounts for a small 

fraction of natural history museum collections (Graham, Ferrier, Heuttman, 

Moritz, & Peterson, 2004). Much of this lack of digitization can be attributed to a 

lack of funding for natural history museums; as a result, irregular electronic 
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availability of collections data leads to a signifcant drop in this data's usefulness 

for research (Vollmar, Macklin, & Ford, 2010). Field notes from collection 

instances are an example of valuable pieces of data that are widely left out of the 

digitization process or may only be summarized in cataloged descriptions. High-

resolution pictures of cataloged specimens can also be important for giving 

researchers in any geographic location easy access to information regarding each 

collection object. It's vital for natural history museums to digitize as much of this 

information as possible, as they are a valuable resources for several felds of 

research, including ecology, evolutionary biology and conservation (Graham, 

Ferrier, Heuttman, Moritz, & Peterson, 2004). 

There are other signifcant issues with using natural history collection data

besides the lack of electronic availability, such as “taxonomic inaccuracies and 

biases in the spatial coverage of data” and unreliability in certain types of data 

such as absence of species at locations; this absence doesn't necessarily imply 

true geographic absence of species, it only means that the collectors didn't fnd 

the species there at that given time (Graham, Ferrier, Heuttman, Moritz, & 

Peterson, 2004, p.497). However, over the years, the quality of natural history 

collection data has improved in certain data integrity projects, such as the Fishes 

of Texas Database (Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010), which synthesizes Texas fsh 

collection data from institutions worldwide and aims to fx taxonomic errors and 

fll geographic gaps in data. The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) 

and the Taxonomic Databases Working Group (TDWG) for Biodiversity 

Information Standards have been working towards improving poor quality of 

data in many natural history collections from hundreds of sources, including 

generation of standardized metadata vocabularies and online integration to 

include suggested improvements by user communities (Lapp, Morris, Catapano, 

Hober, & Morrison, 2011). Ponder, et al., used statistical calculations for 

describing separation, density, and clustering of sampling points, alongside 

geographic information systems, to model predictions in coverage of certain 
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species in order to improve gaps in data for species distributions (Ponder, Carter,

Flemons, & Chapman, 2010). 

Despite its shortfalls, museum collection data is still vital to certain types 

of specimen-based research, especially geographic-based analyses such as species

richness and species diversity calculations along geographic gradients, assuming 

that there are not signifcant gaps in sampling data (Grytness & Romdal, 2008). 

Large-scale analyses of species changes, such as declines of species over time, 

require and have already been successful with the use of historical natural 

history collections data, since new data from the past cannot be collected due to 

the temporal factor (Shaffer, Fisher, & Davidson, 1998). Such research will further

beneft from higher quality collections data as museums push for integrating 

their data into larger databases, normalizing, and improving the accuracy and 

reliability of this data. Museum collections continue to be the most 

comprehensive source of information available for biodiversity research, even 

with the presence of their signifcant faws, such as gaps in digitization and 

geographic coverage (Ponder, Carter, Flemons, & Chapman, 2010). 

Data sharing is also crucial to improving the quantity of available data 

and its accessibility. Promoting open data is an effective way of aiding scientifc 

publishing; there are many benefts to repositories that are shared amongst the 

scientifc community, such as Dryad, which allows authors to archive their data 

and encourages other researchers to use this data (Vision, 2010). In 

bioinformatics, commitments to responsible sharing of academic research health 

data between academic institutions is promoted and found to be effective in 

facilitating research (Piwowar, et al. 2008). It's important that data aggregated 

from multiple sources is normalized and maintained to improve accuracy and 

consistency for searching and research purposes. For example, differences in 

cataloging practices between universities or museums may lead to 

inconsistencies in or absence of appropriate metadata. While some institutions 

may use a fne granularity of metadata for their specimens, such as feld notes, 
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photographs, or the gear used to collect them, others may not include this 

information. There may also be differences in metadata terms such as 

abbreviations for terminologies or rules and guidelines for naming and 

georeferencing collection object locations. VertNet (www.vertnet.org), a cloud-

based system for sharing biodiversity data, promotes open access and 

improvement of shared scientifc data by monitoring data contributions, 

performing quality assessments on these contributions, standardizing them 

using controlled vocabularies, and georeferencing location data. It also allows 

consumers of the service to make annotations to data to improve its quality and 

reliability (Constable, et al., 2010). Even social media tools such as Facebook have

been found to aid researchers in improving accuracy of data as a result of other 

researchers helping to identifying species of fsh from photographs posted 

publicly on the site (Sidlauskas, et al., 2011). 

Fluviagenies

With the increase in availability of suffcient quantity of reliable species 

data, coupled with ample geographic spatial and temporal data, research on 

damming impacts can now beneft from more appropriate tools for conducting 

analyses on this data. Only recently have studies on ecological impacts of 

damming begun to incorporate a temporal measure alongside a spatial one, 

typically using geographic information systems to accomplish this. The effects of 

dams on river ecosystems is so complex that there is a need to account for both 

temporal and spatial factors when conducting analysis on fuvial habitat changes

(Cooper, 2013). The technology required to perform temporal studies is 

increasing (Mann, 2012) but there are few methods for effciently assessing 

temporal factors alongside spatial ones. 

Robert Ewers, et al., recently conducted research using phylogenetic trees 

to visualize landscape fragmentation and study resulting ecosystem changes 

(Ewers, et al., 2013). The authors defned this method as a ‘terrageny’, which 
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quantifes the history of a landscape and shows ancestry of present day 

fragments by tracing from the tips of the tree back to the root source. The authors

used this terrageny to compare quantifed patterns of shared species between 

landscape fragments and to predict spatial patterns of habitat loss. Additionally, 

they suggested that these trees could be used to further hypothesize future 

species changes based on comparing patterns between terragenies with species 

phylogenies. 

The fuviageny is a new method that we have developed based on the 

concept of the terrageny introduced by Ewers, et al.; it would similarly draw 

phylogenetic trees based on the fragmentation of river systems instead of 

landscapes. While these trees could be drawn as a result of any fragmentation 

where ample data is available, such as drought, fuviagenies could be especially 

useful in analyzing signifcant and constant fragmentation caused by damming. 

Fluviagenies are created in a different manner than terragenies due to the nature 

of riverine systems. While landscape fragmentation occurs in a geometric 

fashion, splitting landscapes into polygonal fragments, river fragmentation 

occurs with an interrupt to the downstream fow of the river or stream and 

subdivides it into smaller drainage basins. Thus, with each dam that is 

introduced into a river, two fragments of the river are created – one upstream of 

the barrier, and one downstream of the barrier. It's impossible to visualize the 

relationships between fragments created this way using only maps, because 

fragments may be bound by multiple dams and may exist as combinations of 

their ancestor fragments at different points in time (e.g., back in time before any 

damming existed, all fragments existed as one uninterrupted system). 
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Figures 1 through 4 (below) show how a fuviageny would be drawn from

the construction of the frst few dams in a river basin. When a river basin has no 

damming, and hypothetically no fragmentation at all, it is represented by a 

straight line across time (Figure 1). The line expresses the continuity of the 

basin's streamfow, which is assumed to be uninterrupted. This line can 

represent an uninterrupted habitat, although this is only considering whatever 

factors we are analyzing within the fuviageny, which in this case is only dams 

and does not account for other variables such as shifts in climate. 

Figure 1. Left – a hypothetical drainage basin with blue lines representing rivers draining 
from upstream (top) to downstream (bottom). Right – a 'fuviageny' tree, representing the 
basin throughout time as if no fragmentation existed. The entire basin is treated as one 
continuous system (i.e., one line). 
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Once a dam is built somewhere along a river within the basin, it fragments

the basin into two subbasins, one upstream of the new dam and another 

downstream of the new dam. This is represented on the temporal line by a 

binary split within the tree. The split occurs at the point (date) where the dam is 

constructed as a node. The node's children represent the two fragments created 

by the node – one upstream and the other downstream (Figure 2). There is no 

spatial representation within a fuviageny tree, only a spatial relationship 

between the dams (as nodes) and the fragments they create (as children). 

Figure 2. Left – the basin with a single dam constructed in 1920 and labeled as “a”. The dam 
splits the basin into two fragments – one upstream (labeled “1”) of the dam and another 
downstream (labeled “2”) of the dam. Right – the fuviageny corresponding to the 
introduction of this dam. Now, as we progress up the fuviageny through time, when we 
reach 1920, the system splits from one continuous system into two. The node of the tree 
represents the dam (“a”) and the two branches show the new fragments created as a result of
the introduction of dam “a”, one upstream (“1”) and the other downstream (“2”). 
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For each additional dam built sequentially in the river basin, another split 

occurs on one of the branches of the tree corresponding to the new dam's 

position with relation to the other dams and their segments (Figure 3). If a new 

dam occurs upstream of another dam, it will be placed somewhere on the branch

corresponding to this upstream location (i.e., the branch 'upstream' of the node). 

Each branch serves as a linear representation of time across a spatial area. When 

a single dam goes into a basin it splits the basin roughly into two spatial areas – 

the area that drains upstream and the area that drains downstream of the dam.

Figure 3. Left – a second dam (“b”) is added to the drainage basin. The fragment upstream of
dam “a” (fragment “1”) is now split into two subfragments, “1.1” - upstream of dam “b”, 
and “1.2” - downstream of dam “b”. Right – dam “b” is now added to the fuviageny tree. 
Since dam “a” was built in 1920 and dam “b” was built in 1930, after dam “a”, dam “b” 
occurs next in sequence, temporally, after dam “a”. It is placed upstream of dam “a” on the 
tree (on branch “1”) and creates two new branches, “1.2” and “1.1”, which represent 
upstream and downstream of dam “b”. 
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When a fuviageny tree has been completely drawn, each tip of the tree 

represents the fnest level of fragmentation based on the data used (Figure 4). If 

there are fve dams used in the data to create a fuviageny, six fragments should 

be created, i.e., there should be six leaves and thus six tips to the tree. The ends of

these tips represents the 'cut-off date' for dams being built, which would likely be

the present day but could be modifed based on research needs. 

Figure 4. Left – the drainage basin fragmented by fve dams. Each fragment represents a 
portion of the river basin and is labeled according to its upstream/downstream relationship 
to the dams that directly impact that fragment, where “1” is upstream and “2” is 
downstream. Right - A fuviageny of a hypothetical present day basin, containing fve total 
dams. The tips of all branches in the fuviageny represent the present day fragments created 
as a result of the fve dams constructed along the river network. The nodes represent dams, 
which cause the tree to split each time into “upstream” and “downstream” subfragments of 
the previous ancestral fragment. Dams are placed along the tree in order, temporally, from 
root to tip, according to when they were constructed. All fragments can be traced back to one
common ancestor – an uninterrupted system with no splits, representing the entire basin 
before any fragmentation occurred. 
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In order to build fuviagenies, fragments created by the dams in question 

must be labeled using fuviageny codes or “fuvcodes”. Fluvcodes consist of a 

sequence of 1's and 2's representing the relationship between fragments and 

dams. Each 1 represents an upstream relationship with a dam and each 2 

represents a downstream relationship. As each dam is added to a basin, a new 

split occurs and 1's and 2's are added to the fragments (in the case of the frst 

dam built) or appended on to the previous 1's and 2's based on the location with 

respect to the previous dams constructed. Figures 1 through 4 contain these 

fuvcodes, shown both in the tree and on the river basin. 

If more than one dam is built in the same time frame, i.e., if the fnest level 

of temporal metadata we have is the year it was built and two dams were built in

the same year, then we produce an unresolved polytomy at the node 

representing the dam on the tree (not shown in the above fgures). The polytomy,

instead of creating a binary split at the node into two children, would create an 

additional child for each additional dam, producing three branches per node for 

two dams in the same date, four branches for three dams, etc. With studies that 

are limited in scale, either geographically or temporally, or those limited to a 

specifc selection of barriers, such as large-classifed dams, it is less likely to 

encounter these unresolved polytomies. However, in larger-scale fuviagenies, 

these would be fairly common. They must be resolved manually by obtaining 

fner temporal data for each dam and appropriately adjusting the scale of the 

resulting fuviagenies. For research purposes, this would likely not have any 

signifcant impacts on using fuviagenies for performing quantitative analysis, as 

dams built within very short periods of time would likely have little impact 

within those slim time slots. 

While most spatiotemporal data is seen in three-dimensions, fuviagenies 

allow easy-to-understand visualization of certain types of spatiotemporal data in 

only two dimensions. A fuviageny could even be used to allow visualization of 

non-spatial data that contains two attributes: a temporal aspect, and a split in 
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data with relationship to past ancestral fragments in the data. It is also easy to 

visualize the relationship between fragments within a fuviageny, as the leaves of

the tree can be traced back, connecting fragments of a basin with their ancestral 

fragments, and thus tracing the history of the river system. 

As mentioned previously, spatiotemporal data has previously been 

categorized as either being in the discrete or continuous view (Peuquet, 2001). 

Fluviagenies transform this discrete view into a continuous view, taking entities 

(dams and rivers) with spatial and temporal attributes (points, locations, and 

dates) and transforming them into associations based on spatial relationships 

across a temporal 'map', represented by a phylogenetic tree. The tree starts at any

given point in time and ends at any given point in time. Objects (dams) exist as 

nodes on the tree and form branches based on spatial relationships and as one 

traces across the tree, they move through time. While the tree does not provide 

complete visual detail of the spatial existence of this data, as would be seen on a 

map, it does show the spatial relationship between these data. 
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METHODS

Data and Software

This study used four sets of data: base maps, river shapefles, dam 

shapefles, and fsh information in the form of spreadsheets, from four separate 

sources. The base maps were downloaded from the Texas Parks and Wildlife 

Department’s GIS Lab Data Downloads (TPWD, 2012). This includes the maps 

for Texas and its counties and basins. The shapefles for the rivers come from 

hydro maps downloaded from the Texas Commission on Environmental 

Quality’s website (TCEQ, 2013). The hydro maps represent only perennial water 

(year-round) within Texas. While some TCEQ dam data was used to show dam 

coverage in the state of Texas, the remaining dam data was downloaded from the

National Anthropogenic Barrier Database, or NABD (Ostroff, Wieferich, Cooper, 

& Infante, 2013), which is linked to the National Hydrography Dataset Plus, 

Version 1 (NHDPlusV1) and National Inventory of Dams (NID) datasets. The 

NABD flls in large gaps that exist within the NID, such as a lack of small dams 

(Poff and Hart, 2002) and an overall underrepresentation of dams (Chin, 

Laurencio, & Martinez, 2011). NABD dam data was used in conjunction with 

TCEQ data for fuviageny analysis and tree creation. Fish collecting instance 

information was retrieved from the University of Texas Biodiversity Collection's 

Track 2 dataset (University of Texas, 2015) and the Fishes of Texas database 

(Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010) as Excel spreadsheets. NABD and fsh data were 

further cleaned in Excel by correcting typos, removing exact duplicates, and 

replacing old species identifcation types with newer, more accurate information.

Much of the fsh data used in this study is a part of the Fishes of Texas 

Project, which is a database hosted by the University of Texas Biodiversity 

Collections (formerly Texas Natural History Collections) and a website hosted by

the Texas Advanced Computing Center. It is designed to combine fsh data from 

across the state of Texas and donors outside of the state to provide researchers 

with normalized, reliable data (Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010). It contains records 
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from over 40 institutions dating back to the 1800s. All data is georeferenced and 

standardized, with error detection and corrections made to ensure accuracy. 

Using this large dataset is vital to temporal and spatial analysis, which requires a

suffcient sample size not only across different regions but also across different 

time periods. Before the creation of this database, it was diffcult to conduct 

general, large-scale analysis on fsh assemblages in Texas due to the potential for 

inaccurate information that may be diffcult to access due to disparate sources 

and format inconsistencies (Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010). The project continues 

into the future with database improvement, addition of new data, and flling in 

of data gaps. Unfortunately, for temporal analyses, flling data gaps can be 

diffcult since we cannot go back in time to collect fsh. However, older, 

uncataloged specimens exist that could provide valuable information, once 

recorded. 

ArcMap 10.1, part of ArcGIS, (ESRI, 2013) was employed for the creation 

of all maps. Dr. Timothy Whiteaker's fuviageny toolkit and documentation were

used within ArcGIS for generation of fuviageny codes as assigned to river 

segments between dams (Whiteaker, 2014), which also requires the Arc Hydro 

Tools (Maidment, 2003). The fuvcode toolkit for use within ArcGIS, including 

documentation with instructions for use, can be downloaded from the University

of Texas Center for Research in Water Resources tools site under “fuviageny”. 

The ETE2 library (Huerta-Cepas, Dopazo, & Gabaldon, 2010) in Python 

(PythonLabs, 2014) was used for scripting the generation of fuviageny trees. R 

(R Development Core Team, 2008) and the APE package (Paradis, Claude, & 

Strimmer, 2004) were used to create code for manual creation of miniature, time-

scaled fuviagenies using adjacency matrices. 
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Generating Fluvcodes

The frst step in creating a fuviageny from geographic and temporal data 

is to generate “fuvcodes”. In order to create fuvcodes, appropriate data must 

frst be retrieved and imported into ArcGIS. The minimum required data consists

of (1) shapefles for the river basin(s) being researched as a line feature class and 

(2) information for dams along the river system, including geographic 

coordinates as a point feature class. Some dam data already includes the next 

dam downstream of the current dam but this can easily be calculated in ArcGIS if

it is not available in the dataset that is used. The data must be cleaned 

appropriately in ArcGIS so that there are no disconnected river segments and all 

dams used in the analysis intersect the main river network. Rivers must also exist

as segments by ensuring that dams are located at the endpoints of rivers, which 

can be checked and fxed manually in ArcGIS. 

Once all of the data is in place, unique identifers are added for each dam 

and a feld is added for the next downstream dam with respect to each dam if it 

does not already exist in the data (except for the furthest downstream dam or 

'root' dam), which is then calculated while building a geometric network. A 

geometric network must be built and fow directions for all lines are set to run 

downstream to the end of the river basin, which can be calculated in Arc Hydro 

or using ArcMap's Utility Network Analyst tool. Since geometric networks 

require points at all junctions between river segments, these will be assigned as a 

new point feature class and must also be considered when labeled with 

fuvcodes; however, a junction is not considered a barrier and thus several river 

segments forming a junction may still exist in the same fuviageny fragment. The 

next downstream dam id, is then calculated using Arc Hydro attribute tools. Arc 

Hydro computes this using network tracing. The last attribute that is needed for 

fuvcode generation is the junction identifer. The junction identifer is assigned 

to the stream segments that exist in between dams and represents the next 

downstream dam from that stream segment. Tools for computing the junction 
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identifer are included in Whiteaker's fuviageny toolset. The fuviageny toolbox 

uses ArcMap's Model Builder to generate fuvcodes. The model traces the 

relationship between dams and river segments by using the primary identifers 

assigned to each column and placing them into temporary dam identifer 

columns, which are reset at each run through the model. For more detailed 

instructions on generating fuvcodes, see Timothy Whiteaker's fuvcode 

documentation and toolbox (Whiteaker, 2014). 

Building Fluviagenies

In order to build fuviagenies from fuviageny codes, the codes must be 

exported and run through a script in either R or Python. A Python script to 

generate fuviagenies from fuvcodes and corresponding dates has been written 

for this report; the data can be exported from ArcGIS in the form of a .csv fle and

run through the script. The data in the csv must consist of two columns of 

information: (1) the date each dam was built and (2) the fuvcode assigned to the 

next fragment upstream of the corresponding dam. 

There are two aspects to creating fuviageny trees using the provided data.

The frst is to generate the tree using the fuviageny codes. This can be done 

without incorporating dam data, since each fuviageny code provides 

instructions for drawing the fragments of the tree. For example, the longest 

fuviageny code represents the depth of the tree. The number of characters in a 

fuvcode, ignoring the decimal points, represents the depth of that code, or at 

least the depth of the children associated with the code. If a basin only has a 

single dam, it will generate two fuvcodes: 1 and 2. The tree will only have 1 

internal node (1 dam) and two child leaf nodes. Each child leaf node only has a 

depth of one, which corresponds to the number of characters in their fuvcodes. 

Similarly, a fuvcode of 1.2.2.1 will have a depth of 4 and if it is the longest 

fuvcode (or tied for longest), then the entire fuviageny will only have a depth of

four. Each number also represents the creation of a child node for the previous 
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series of numbers. 1.2 can be traced on the tree with one upstream split at the 

frst node and another downstream split at the next node upstream of the frst 

node. If our tree is built from bottom (root) up and upstream (1) is left while 

downstream (2) is right, then 1.2.2.1 would be left, right, right, left and would 

include four internal nodes (i.e., dams). 

When the tree is drawn algorithmically a breadth-frst or depth-frst 

approach can be used. The differences between these methods can be seen in 

Figure A2. In breadth-frst, the program reads through the frst number in all of 

the fuvcodes. If there is a 1 and a 2, two child nodes are created. Moving on to 

the next series of nodes (i.e., second number of the fuvcodes), for each previous 

node, more children are created for each 1 and 2 corresponding to the previous 

node. For each iteration through the list of fuvcodes, the algorithm must look at 

each fuvcode and create one child node for a 1 or 2 or an additional child node 

for another 1 or 2. When a leaf node is reached (i.e., the end of the fuvcode), the 

fuvcode can be removed from the list. This algorithm requires multiple runs 

through the list in order to execute. However, in a depth-frst method, the code 

iterates through the list only once, reading each fuvcode one at a time and 

drawing each branch corresponding to that fuvcode to the leaf node. Since the 

ETE2 package handles tree browsing effciently and the algorithm locates nodes 

by looking up node names, it's faster to use the depth-frst method, since it only 

has to read through the list of fuvcodes once. Thus, the depth-frst method was 

used in the Python code for fuviageny creation. After the tree is drawn, 

fuviagenies must be scaled temporally based on the dates of fragmentation, 

which correspond to dam construction dates. This is where the other column, 

dam dates, is used. 

The code for drawing fuviagenies from fuvcode lists is shown in Figure 

A3, at the end of this section. The code is split into fve primary parts. First, the 

csv fle that was exported from ArcGIS, which must contain fuvcodes and the 

next downstream dam of each fuvcode, is imported into Python via a user-
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defned fle path. A list is created that contains these values, with each item in the

list containing a pair of items: the date (dam) followed by the upstream fuvcode.

Second, using the ETE2 toolkit (Huerta-Cepas, Dopazo, & Gabaldon, 2010)

an empty tree is created. The list of fuvcodes is sorted by dates, if it isn't already,

and the frst (earliest) date is placed as the root node (frst dam constructed) of 

the tree. The frst two children - “1” (upstream) and “2” (downstream) are 

created, which always exist in a fuviageny, since there will always be at least 1 

dam. Before drawing the rest of the tree, the list must be re-sorted by fuvcodes, 

instead of dates, so that the tips draw in the proper order. Then, for each item in 

the list, a key (n) is created for slicing the fuvcode apart from the date for the 

frst tree generation. N starts at the minimum number of characters that are 

needed in the string of a date plus a second-depth fuvcode (e.g., “19851.2”). This

requires that the csv is formatted using comma delimiters, otherwise slight 

adjustments to iterators would need to be applied; it also assumes that dam dates

only consist of four characters, i.e., a year, otherwise the csv would need to be 

split into two full lists for processing variant string lengths. For each of these 

strings, while the total characters of the string are not exceeded by n, if the 

currently selected string from after the date to the current n value is not already a

node in the tree (e.g., if n=7, and the string is 19451.2.2.1, the value 4:7 would be 

1.2), then that parent node, which is the previous 1 or 2 in the string (e.g., for 1.2, 

it would be 1) is given a new child of the current string. This continues, 

appending more characters onto the string until the end. For example, 1.2.2.1.2 

would start as 1.2. If 1.2 is not in the tree (to prevent repeating it), it is added to 

the tree as a child of 1. Next, if 1.2.2 is not a node in the tree, it is added as a child 

of node 1.2. Next, if 1.2.2.1 is not in the tree, it is added as a child of 1.2.2. This 

continues through all fuvcodes, drawing the full fuviageny.

Third, another iteration through the list is necessary to replace fuvcodes 

of internal nodes with corresponding dam dates in order to scale the tree 

temporally. Dates must be added after the nodes have been created using 
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fuvcodes, otherwise the tree won't be drawn correctly. Dam dates cannot replace

node names in the frst loop through the list because this would prevent the 

children node from being able to fnd their parents while the tree is being 

constructed. During this run through the list, a key (z) is created for giving the 

maximum possible index for a given list item's character length, in this case, 

length – 1. The index is then continuously decreased as the characters are 

analyzed. At the frst instance where a 1 is encountered, this means that this node

is the frst node that is downstream of the fuvcode, i.e., the dam is the frst 

downstream dam from the fragment, so it is the dam appropriately paired with 

the fragment in the list. Thus, the fuvcode parent node (e.g., for 1.2.1, the parent 

is 1.2) is assigned the dam date value, which is only the frst four letters of the 

string. This continue for all items in the list, replacing all internal nodes with 

dam dates. Again, this assumes dates will all be four letters, which should be the 

case unless we are dealing with species from before the year 1,000 or values that 

include partial dates or months, but this is not common in currently available 

dam data. 

Fourth, the tree must be scaled temporally based on the dates of the 

internal nodes. The leaf nodes can be set at present day, if desired, which in this 

case is 2015.  The tree is traversed using level-order traversal (the default in ETE),

which is a breadth-frst traversal. For each node encountered during traversal, if 

it is a leaf node, then the distance to its parent node is equal to the present year 

(e.g., 2015) minus the parent node name, which is the dam date. Otherwise, if it's 

not a leaf node (i.e., it's an internal dam node) then the distance to its parent is its

name (year) minus its parent's name (year). 

Finally, the tree can be written into Newick format for use with other tree 

generation programs. ETE2 also has a 'show' function that can be used to display 

and manipulate the tree in a tree viewing graphical user interface, called ETE 

browser, which is capable of browsing data in the tree or exporting it into a 

readable Newick fle (Huerta-Cepas, Dopazo, & Gabaldon, 2010).
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Geographic Information Systems

Analysis of data was performed in geographic information systems to 

show how fuviagenies were built and the potential uses for fuviagenies in 

conjunction with ample species collection data. Three river basins were selected 

for testing the creation of fuviagenies: Brazos, Colorado, and Trinity (Figure A4).

These three basins were selected because they are the most heavily dammed in 

the state of Texas (Figure A5) and have an ample quantity of available dam data. 

Within each basin, dams were clipped to the river network within a 500-meter 

margin-of-error radius. All dams that were off of the primary, uninterrupted, 

perennial river network were excluded from the study. The three basins had a 

fnal dam count of 67 for the Brazos (Figure A6), 60 for the Colorado (Figure A7), 

and 102 for the Trinity (Figure A8). Fluvcodes were generated for each of these 

basins and the selected dams using Tim Whiteaker's fuviageny tools for ArcGIS 

(Whiteaker, 2014). The resulting tables for dams and rivers were exported from 

ArcGIS to spreadsheets. The dams spreadsheet contained the HydroID, which is 

a unique identifer for each dam in the dataset, and year complete for each dam. 

The rivers spreadsheet contained the JunctionID (i.e., the HydroID of the dam 

that is directly downstream of the river fragment) and the fuvcode for each 

segment. The two spreadsheets were combined so that each dam completion 

year was tied to a fuvcode (i.e., HydroID and JunctionID were matched, merged 

into the dam's date, and combined with fuvcodes). The resulting spreadsheet 

with two columns: dam year and fuvcode of the immediate upstream fragment, 

was exported to csv and run through the ETE2 package (Huerta-Cepas, Dopazo, 

& Gabaldon, 2010) in a Python (PythonLabs, 2014) script to create fuviagenies. 

The tree was analyzed using ETE2's tree browser and exported into a readable 

Newick format, which was run through the APE package (Paradis, Claude, & 

Strimmer, 2004) in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) to create more readable 

trees for the results analysis. 
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Figure A9 shows a generalization of the fow direction for the Colorado 

River Basin, one of three river basins selected for fuviageny creation. A line is 

drawn between selected dams to signify that the entire geographic area that is 

fragmented by the two dams, i.e., a subbasin of the larger river basin, has a fow 

direction from the upstream dam towards the downstream dam. For calculation 

of fuviageny codes in ArcGIS, if the river network topology is unsatisfactory or 

incomplete (e.g., fragmented), these lines can be carefully drawn as a new line 

feature class, making sure to avoid connecting known disjointed fragments, 

drawing the ends of the lines at dam points, and ensuring that the lines are 

drawn in the correct direction, from upstream to downstream. 

Cyprinid fsh collecting instances in the Colorado River Basin (Figure A10)

were used to create a small example of how fsh population changes can be 

mapped to fuviagenies , using only the 10 largest dams in order to suffciently 

display the methods of performing these types of analyses. The Cyprinid family 

was selected for the quality and quantity of available data. The Colorado River 

Basin was selected for this example due to the availability of both a large, heavily

dammed, continuous perennial river network, and due to the selection of 

Cyprinid fsh data and its distribution in the Colorado River Basin. 
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RESULTS

Fluviageny Trees

Figure 5 shows the fuviageny tree for the Brazos River Basin. The tree is 

scaled horizontally by the year the dams were constructed. Several major 

patterns can be immediately distinguished by looking at the tree. The degree of 

fragmentation at any date range can be obtained by cutting out vertical segments

of the tree, as seen in the orange circle drawn over the fuviageny. A staircase 

effect can be observed at several points in time where frequent, downstream 

fragmentation occurred, as seen in the red circles. Overall, there's a strong 

downstream fragmentation trend across the entire basin, as seen from the tree's 

tendency to skew downstream (up). It's important to note that the tree is only 

scaled temporally (horizontally) and no vertical scaling exists. Therefore, the 

vertically elongated staircase is no different than the vertically shorter ones. 

There is an apparent cessation of frequent fragmentation in the latter third of the 

tree, as indicated by the green box. Longer tree branches represent fragments 

that remain untouched for an extended period of time, i.e., the oldest fragments, 

based on the dams used in the analysis, as seen in the light blue boxes. Aged 

fragments could be used as null cases (i.e., less-fragmented) for comparison to 

heavily fragmented river segments. Additionally, tracing back through the tree 

can give us the degree of fragmentation for the node, which can also be seen in 

the length of the fuviageny code. A formula for this can be written as:

N = [(fuvcode string length) + 1] / 2

Where N is the degree of fragmentation. For example, the shortest 

fuviageny codes were only fragmented three times (1.1.1, 2.1.1, 2.2.1). The 

longest codes have the highest degree of fragmentation. This pattern makes it 

easy to visualize which parts of the basin have been affected by the most 

damming, which cannot be seen simply by looking at a map of dams and river 

networks. N can also be drawn from tree analysis applications as the depth of the

node in the tree. 
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Figure 5. Fluviageny for the Brazos River Basin, using only dams along the uninterrupted 
primary river network. 
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Figure 6 shows the fuviageny tree for the Colorado River Basin. The tree 

is displayed similarly to the Brazos River Fluviageny, with horizontal temporal 

scaling and polytomies at same-date fragmentation points. The same staircase 

effects can be seen in this tree, as well as a higher number of old fragments and a 

similar cessation of frequent fragmentation. However, these patterns occur more 

sporadically across a wider range of dates from the early to mid 1900s.

Figure 6. Fluviageny for the Colorado River Basin, using only dams along the uninterrupted 
primary river network. 
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Figure 7 shows the fuviageny tree for the Trinity River Basin. The tree is 

displayed similarly to the Brazos and Colorado River fuviagenies, with 

horizontal temporal scaling and polytomies at same-date fragmentation points. 

The Trinity River Basin experienced similar fragmentation patterns to the 

previous two basins. It has a larger number of older, less fragmented areas, as 

seen in the blue boxes. Interestingly enough, though not surprising based on 

historical damming patterns and trends, there are many cases where series of 

dams were placed downstream of one another in quick succession but no cases 

of this occurring upstream of dams. While this does not tell us anything new 

about damming practices, it is powerful to be able to easily see where and when 

this happened, which may be able to help us predict how these patterns have 

impacted subsequent fragmented ecosystems.  Unlike the Colorado River Basin, 

all frequent downstream damming patterns in the Trinity River Basin fuviageny 

occur in a short time window around the late 1950s into the 1960s, which 

coincides with known damming patterns for the basin and throughout the state 

as well as historical damming trends in North America. 

Fluviagenies can be created without polytomies for same-year dam 

construction dates by removing time-scaling to discern exact, non-scaled 

damming patterns. Figure A11 shows an example of the Colorado River Basin 

fuviageny without time-scaling of the branch lengths (i.e., node distances). This 

type of tree can be useful for visualizing the exact upstream/downstream 

relationship between individual dams and how fuviagenies with resolved 

polytomies might look. An unscaled tree with same-date nodes has these nodes 

compressed into polytomies, such as the frst two nodes in the Colorado River 

Basin fuviageny. 
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Figure 7. Fluviageny for the Trinity River Basin, using only dams along the uninterrupted 
primary river network. 
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We can use these trees to perform quantitative analyses, even without 

local species data for comparison, to locate patterns in fragmentation. In addition

to the degree of fragmentation, N (depth of the node), several other calculations 

can be computed in order to fnd comparative fragmentation patterns within and

among basins. In order to fnd two similar patterns of fragmentation, three 

factors must be considered: N or the depth of the node (the degree of 

fragmentation, based on the previous damming patterns), the upstream vs 

downstream relationship of damming (as these may have different effects) and 

the temporal scale, both where it sits within the chosen temporal range (in the 

case of the chosen fuviagenies, 1900-2015) and the amount of time that has 

passed in between fragmentation. For example, within the Trinity River Basin are

several visually similar patterns of fragmentation, which could be quantitatively 

analyzed and compared to detect near-exact matches. The red circles (i.e., 

staircase patterns) are examples of these similarities as they have similar depths 

(degrees of fragmentation), exist in the same time-period, and have similar 

branch-lengths. For intra-basin comparisons, many of the red 'staircase' effects of 

subsequent downstream damming have similar patterns between fuviagenies. 

Computationally, these patterns can be detected from browsing the information 

stored in these trees in tools such as the ETE2 tree browser (Huerta-Cepas, 

Dopazo, & Gabaldon, 2010), which allows users to view node labels, distances 

between nodes, and node depth. Let's say we pick two 'staircase' patterns from 

two different basins. Each staircase contains 7 nodes and exists from 1960-1967. 

Each node is 1-year apart, and both staircases start at depth 9 and end at depth 

16. In this case, these would be considered identical patterns. If we were to map 

fsh phylogenies for a select species or group of fsh at these locations to these 

patterns, assuming ample data is available, we may expect fsh to evolve 

similarly post-fragmentation and for population changes to be similarly affected 

by the same pattern. We wouldn't expect to see major evolutionary changes in 

such a small period of time but could predict future speciation.
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It's important to consider when using fuviagenies that, while they do 

point out patterns in hydrological processes, caution must be exerted when using

them in consideration of external factors. For example, while two fuviageny sub-

trees may have near-identical patterns of fragmentation, we may predict that 

since two guilds of the same fsh species reacted similarly to these patterns, they 

may react the same way to such future patterns. However, there could be other 

factors infuencing speciation or population changes, such as shifts in local 

climates or non-anthropogenic fragmentation unseen in the fuviageny. 

Fish Population Analysis

Figure 8 shows the results of the Colorado River Basin ArcGIS map for 

large-dam fragmentation from the 10 largest dams in the basin. The fragment of 

the 1963 dam did not have any cyprinid collecting instances. Several other 

fragments had limited collecting instances, such as 1 and 2.1.1, which made it 

diffcult to produce reliable analyses on comparisons across the fragmented river.

What we lack in this map the ability to distinguish how these fragments existed 

at certain points in time. Fragment 2.1.2.2.2.2 was once a part of fragments 2, 2.1, 

2.1.2, 2.1.2.2, and 2.1.2.2.2. This is easy to understand when looking at the 

numbers themselves but temporally it is diffcult to visualize just by looking at 

the map. Fluviagenies solve this, as in Figure 9, which shows how easy it is easy 

to trace this history on a fuviageny tree drawn from the map of the Colorado 

River Basin. 
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Figure 8. An example map of the Colorado River Basin, split into eleven segments created as 
a result of the fragmentation caused by the placement of the ten largest dams in the basin. 
Dots represent Cyprinid fsh collecting instances, obtained from Fishes of Texas data 
(Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010). These are color-coded based on the fragments they are located
in. Note that only ten fragments fuviageny codes, with color codes, are shown, since one 
fragment (upstream of 1963) has no collecting instances. 
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Figure 9 is a small-scale fuviageny of the fragmentation caused by the 

major dams. The colored dots were added to represent the shared histories of 

each fragment and correspond to the colored dots that exist within each fragment

in Figure 8. These dots are scaled based on the general size of each fragment with

respect to the sizes of the other fragments; the size is based on an estimation of 

the area of the subbasin created by fragmentation and is not a quantitatively 

calculated value but a reference for fragment size relationships. The dam 

construction dates for this tree were resolved so that polytomies did not exist. 

For example, dams ‘e’ and ‘f’ both occurred in 1952 but were approximately 6 

months apart, so a gap was created and the polytomy resolved. It would have 

been more diffcult to visualize the temporal split of fragments without the use of

this tree, since dams surrounding a fragment may have different construction 

dates. With the tree, each branch has a spatial location and temporal boundary, 

determined by the two dams (or nodes) that sit at the ends of the branch. While 

GIS is used to visualize the spatial aspect, and temporal data can be symbolized 

to show changes over time, it does not provide the same means of mapping 

information onto a temporal history, only a spatial plane. In this case, fragment 

history is written to a tree, which can be used to map fsh populations, statistics 

related to those populations, or biological information, and to perform analyses 

using the tree from that information. Points in time where major changes in 

fragmentation or fsh populations have occurred can be seen from this tree, as 

well as unique patterns that otherwise may not have been noticed. 

As an example of the potential for fuviagenies to be used for species 

analysis, species richness numbers were calculated for every fragment at every 

range of time during fragmentation. The calculations used Menhinick's index for 

species richness, which is D = s ÷ √N where s is the number of different species in

the sample and n is the total number of organisms in the sample. The resulting 

richness values were placed onto the tree in Figure 9 in bold, with red values 

being unreliable due to small sample sizes. The changes in species richness can 
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be observed by following one of the colored dots, which represents a shared 

history, along the tree. There were no signifcant patterns found in the tree as a 

whole, which may be due to lack of suffcient data across all segments. Generally,

most species richness values remained fairly consistent across each fragment, 

with some dropping steadily. In landscape fragmentation, cross-species 

generalizations in response to fragmentation may not accurately represent 

general changes and may require individual species analysis comparisons (Betts, 

et al., 2014), which might be the same in riverine fragmentation. Cross-species 

comparison studies could be facilitated by mapping species onto fragment trees 

and comparing them to one another. Such studies emphasize the usefulness of 

large-scale fuviageny trees, such as those in fgures 5, 6, and 7, which, when 

combined with suffcient data for individual species of fsh, could draw out 

patterns previously undetected or help predict future fragmentation effects. 
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Figure 9. A fuviageny tree corresponding to Figure 8. This tree shows the usefulness in the 
visualization of temporal data even for small datasets such as the ten large dams. Histories 
of fsh collecting instance, represented as colored dots corresponding to the fragments in 
Figure 8, can be traced back through the tree to see what fsh were part of which fragments 
at what points in time. Dots are scaled based on the sizes of the fragments relative to one 
another. Numbers drawn on branches represent Menhinick's index for species richness. Red 
values represent species richness indices that did not have ample data for calculation and 
may be unreliable.
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DISCUSSION

Benefts of Fluviagenies

There are many benefts to using fuviagenies for biodiversity research. 

The most immediately apparent beneft is that fuviagenies provide visualization 

on a temporal scale that is not possible in geographic information systems. When

viewing a fragmented river system in a geographic map, it is easy to understand 

the visual representation of fragmentation of the river system at one point in 

time, such as the present day. All points existing on the map, representing dams, 

show us where barriers may create blocks to river fow. In between these barriers

are sections of the river that have ecosystems that may be affected by the 

fragmentation and thus may evolve independently of one another. However, it's 

important to note when these barriers were created, for how long these 

fragments have existed, and how they are related to other fragments. It's 

impossible to visualize this on a 2-dimensional map and would be extremely 

diffcult to understand in three-dimensional visualization. The fuviageny 

transfers the history of fragmentation into a readable visual that shows how each

fragment is related to one another. The history of one fragment can be traced 

back through time by starting at the leaf node (tip) representing a fragment and 

moving back to each ancestral parent fragment. Tracing through fuviagenies 

allows us to see the relationships between fragments at any point in time and not

just a snapshot at a single point in time as shown on a map. Subtrees can also be 

extracted from full fuviageny trees to analyze and compare select timeframes or 

histories of individual fragments. 

Fluviagenies are easy to build with knowledge of geographic information 

systems and programming. Once fuviagenies are created, they can be exported 

into Newick format and provide means of analyzing fragmentation data across 

time that were never available before, including running this data through 

phylogeny tools. Due to the massive number of phylogenetic toolsets that exist in

various interfaces and programming languages, once a fuviageny is constructed,
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there are limitless ways to manipulate and analyze the tree, including comparing

fuviagenies from different areas to one another, tracing species changes over 

time onto fuviagenies, or even mapping species phylogenetic trees onto 

fuviagenies. Any number of phylogenetic metrics can be applied to fuviagenies,

such as Pagel's lambda and distinctiveness, which were used for analyzing 

terragenetic trees (Ewers, et al., 2013).  This opens up many possible future uses 

for fuviagenies. 

Future Uses for Fluviagenies

The next step for fuviagenies is to put them to use. There are several 

possible scenarios where fuviagenies could be applied to phylogenetic and 

biodiversity research. They can be compared against null models (i.e., a 

continuous and uninterrupted river system) to determine the impact of 

fragmentation on species changes and to predict future changes in biodiversity 

patterns. Fragment length is important, as certain fsh populations, such as 

pelagic spawners, require a certain length of uninterrupted river reaches in order

for their eggs or larvae to drift long enough to allow them to hatch. While these 

lengths could be studied easily outside of fuviagenies, it's with relation to time, 

however, that is important to us and is aided by fuviageny trees, as different 

periods of isolation time (i.e., the age of a fragment) may have similar effects in 

comparable ecosystems. Fluviagenies with similar patterns of fragmentation 

could also be compared against one another. If similar patterns caused 

comparable effects on the same species, it could be predicted that such patterns 

would lead to similar effects in other areas. Different guilds of fshes could be 

hypothesized to respond differently to certain patterns of fragmentation. 

Knowledge of historical habitat fragmentation could help us predict how 

anthropogenic fragmentation might affect future populations via 

phylogeographic analysis. Such information is vital to understanding future 

damming practices and even the environmental effects of removing current 
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dams, which is becoming a prominent issue in recent times (Babbitt, 2002). 

Similarly to Ewers et al.'s research using terragenies, variance can be used 

to analyze habitat loss and predict possible rates of extinction, especially as a 

result of fragmentation. Communities between different fragments can be 

compared to predict shared species between communities. Ewers et al.'s found 

that community similarity declined with terragenetic distance, meaning the more

fragmented the landscape became, the less similar more distant habitats became. 

The authors also used terragenies to predict expected proportions of endemic 

species, which is vital to conservation research (Ewers, et al., 2013). Fluviagenies 

could potentially be used to perform all the types of analyses conducted using 

terragenies. Terragenetic models have been validated to work effectively for 

biodiversity research and since fuviagenies are strongly based on terragenies 

there is already existing evidence that such tools are useful.

It's important to note that while fuviagenies work well for analyzing 

fragmentation patterns, there are a number of extraneous variables that could 

interfere with conclusions drawn from fuviageny-based research. There are 

considerations to make for the level of fragmentation caused by damming, such 

as dam size and type or features of dams or basins that may allow fsh to pass 

over, through, or around the dams. Not all of this data is recorded, even in the 

most comprehensive available dam datasets. There are also other causes of 

fragmentation such as natural barriers or drought. Any predictions made about 

fsh population changes may also be affected by additional variables such as 

disease or widespread ecosystem changes outside of barrier-based changes. 

However, these factors would exist whether the research was conducted using 

fuviagenies or not, so this tool does not create additional problems that would 

not have otherwise existed, it simply provides researchers with additional ways 

to manipulate and visualize fragmentation data. 
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Applying Fluviageny Concepts to Other Disciplines

Fluviagenies, as a concept, can help us think about using phylogenetic 

methods for other, even more obscure applications. The concept of the 

fuviageny is based on the phylogenetic ideas of splits over time, i.e., evolution of

species and ancestral relationships between those species. Any form of data that 

takes on similar attributes of the data used in fuviagenies could beneft from 

phylogenetic toolsets. As long as the data contains a temporal aspect and historic

splits with relationships between previous ancestors, it could be generated as a 

phylogenetic tree. While non-biological felds would not need to be processed 

through real phylogenetic analysis, the tools that allow manipulation of trees in 

Newick format, for example, could be used for analysis in other areas of interest. 

One possible use would be tracking the history of a large company over time. For

example, a retail chain may start out as a small store but expand into other 

geographic areas by opening other stores. The corporate chain my split over time

as well. However, this may also include merges and not just splits, but the use of 

trees to demonstrate temporal history would still be useful as a visualization 

tool. Another similar scenario is cadastral mapping, which displays changes in 

property boundaries over time in fxed geographic areas and includes splits and 

merges in property. Phylogenetic toolsets could be used to analyze the 

relationships between lineages of the properties. These tools have many potential

applications outside of their original intended use and in the future will only 

continue to grow in power.
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APPENDIX 

Figure A1. Dams in the State of Texas (n=3,175), using Texas Commission on Environment 
Quality (TCEQ, 2013) data, shown with all primary drainage basins in Texas. 
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Figure A2. Two methods of drawing fuviageny trees from .csv fles: breadth-frst and depth-
frst. The depth-frst method is the preferred method and the one that was coded for use in 
this study. 
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Figure A3. Python code that draws fuviagenies using data exported from ArcGIS.
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Figure A4. A map of the Texas river network with basins outlined throughout the state. The 
Trinity, Brazos, and Colorado River basins were selected as test basins for fuviageny tree 
generation and analysis. 
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Figure A5. Dam counts for river basins in the state of Texas using data from the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ, 2009). 
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Figure A6. Map of the dams selected for the Brazos River Basin fuviageny (n=67). Dams are 
from the National Anthropogenic Barriers Dataset (Ostroff, Wieferich, Cooper, & Infante, 
2012) and were selected only if they were connected to the main river network.
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Figure A7. Map of the dams selected for the Colorado River Basin fuviageny (n=60). Dams 
are from the National Anthropogenic Barriers Dataset (Ostroff, Wieferich, Cooper, & Infante,
2012) and were selected only if they were connected to the main river network.
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Figure A8. Map of the dams selected for the Trinity River Basin fuviageny (n=102). Dams 
are from the National Anthropogenic Barriers Dataset (Ostroff, Wieferich, Cooper, & Infante,
2012) and were selected only if they were connected to the main river network.
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Figure A9. Simplifed fow direction of selected dam-bound fragments in the Colorado River
Basin of Texas.
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Figure A10. A map of Cyprinid fsh collecting instances in the Colorado River Basin of Texas
(n=3,191). Stacked dots, i.e., fsh collected at the same location, are aggregated into larger, 
scaled dots.  Data obtained from the Fishes of Texas database (Hendrickson & Cohen, 2010). 
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Figure A11. An example of an unscaled fuviageny tree for the Colorado River Basin. Each 
individual occurrence of fragmentation, per dam (node), can be seen in the unscaled version.
The temporally scaled fuviagenies compress nodes that were created at the same time 
(according to the data, i.e., same year) into unresolved polytomies. 
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